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RELAY® 2000 LOW VOLUME FOLDER INSERTER: The Relay
2000 inserter brings a fast, reliable folding and inserting platform to low-

to mid-volume mailers, so
you can process mail faster
and more accurately than do-
ing it by hand. Its
ease-of-use saves smaller
volume mailers time and
money, allowing them to fo-
cus on more important busi-
ness tasks. The Relay 2000
makes it easy to add reply
envelopes or inserts along
with document pages. The
flexible solution has the

speed and capacity to minimize stoppages with up to 325 sheet feed ca-
pacity and speeds of up to 2,500 envelopes per hour. You get a tabletop
inserter with a small footprint for big results in productivity.

RELAY® 3000 LOW TO
MID VOLUME FOLDER
INSERTER: The Relay
3000 inserter delivers reli-
ability and productivity in an
easy-to-use folding and in-
serting machine. The Relay
3000 can fold, insert, and
seal 3,000 envelopers per
hour. The Relay 3000 offers
a number of folding options
including C, Z, half or even

double fold for legal-size sheets, and also makes it easy to add reply enve-
lopes or inserts along with document pages. It uses OMR, 1D, or the latest
2D barcode scanning technology to automatically handle variable page
mail and help ensure private customer information stays private.

RELAY® 5000 MID VOLUME FOLDER INSERTER: The Relay
5000 brings our flagship tabletop inserting platform to mid volume mail-
ers to bring you increased speed, flexibility and precision. This inserter
folds, inserts and seals up to 62,500 a month with throughput of 4,000 en-
velopes per hour. We know your customers’ privacy and security is criti-
cal. The optional file control is a proven Pitney Bowes technology ver-

sion of file-based processing that goes beyond traditional OMR or 1D and
2D barcodes scanning by using a Reference File to control the folding and
inserting process. You can track not only what pages are being folded and
inserted, but also which specific pages are intended for each individual
customer along with giving you the capability to recreate a mailing event
at a personalized recipient level. Achieve greater levels of accuracy, secu-
rity and speed with the Relay 5000 inserting system.

RELAY® 7000 MID TO HIGH VOLUME TABLETOP FOLDER
INSERTER: The Relay 7000 can fold, insert and seal up to 5,400 pieces
per hour with a monthly throughput of up to 120,000 envelopes per
month. It brings a standard load-on-the-fly high capacity envelope feeder
which can hold up to 500 envelopes. Letters and flats can be processed in
the same job with counts of up to 25 pages inserted into flat envelopes.
Higher volume mailers can add up to 2 high capacity sheet feeders, each
with a capacity of up to 2,000 pages. The Relay 7000’s optional file con-
trol integrity is the proven Pitney Bowes file-based processing technol-
ogy that goes beyond traditional OMR or 1D and 2D barcodes scanning
by using a Reference File to control the folding and inserting process.
You can track not only what pages are being folded and inserted, but also
which specific pages are intended for each individual customer along
with giving you the capability to recreate a mailing event at a personal-
ized recipient level.

RELAY® 8000 HIGH VOLUME TABLETOP FOLDER
INSERTER: The Relay 8000 is our flagship tabletop folder inserter. Its
enhanced chassis gives you monthly throughput of up to 200,000 enve-
lopes per month. This inserting system can process letters and flats in the
same mailing run with speeds of up to 5,400 envelopes per hour. You get
peace of mind knowing your mail is completed accurately with a reliable
system. Higher volume mailings are handled with ease by adding up to 2
optional high capacity sheet feeders, each with a capacity of up to 2,000
pages. The Relay 8000’s optional file control integrity is the proven
Pitney Bowes file-based processing technology that goes beyond tradi-
tional OMR or 1D and 2D barcode scanning by using a Reference File to
control the folding and inserting process. You can track not only what
pages are being folded and inserted, but also which specific pages are in-
tended for each individual customer along with giving you the capability
to recreate a mailing event at a personalized recipient level.

CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.
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